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What if you could efficiently unite Parents, Teachers and Students on a single platform? What if you could track your wards’ performance on the go, anywhere and anytime? What if you could make the education system smarter and simpler?

“The Best Way to Predict Your Future is to Create it”

-Abraham Lincon

Edubee is a next-gen platform which strives to make the elements of education system easily manageable for the institutions, parents and above all the students themselves using database management and mobile phone application. Edubee is a right blend of cutting edge technologies with an efficient management program which can elevate the functioning of educational institutions up by a notch. Because, we understand the intricacies of making the educational system a fruitful one.

“Smarter Path for Smarter Growth”
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Features

**Performance Analysis**
Get a detailed track record of your wards Performance and an in-depth analysis through Graphic Representation which would also help him/her maintain consistency.

**GPS Tracking**
Endow your Transport System with our Real Time GPS Tracking System, Because Students’ Safety isn’t just a Responsibility.

**Smart Library**
No more fine on late return of books! We make issuing and returning of books easier than ever with our Bar Code integrated Smart Libraries, empowering you to browse through the range of books available in your library through our Mobile App.

**Sms Alerts**
Get SMS alerts on Attendance and all Important Announcements including Results and Special Events.

**Biometrics & Smart ID**
We ensure a hassle free attendance and identification system with our Smart ID cards and Biometric System.

**Online Fee Payment**
Forget long queues and formalities, now pay your Fee Online with the click of a Button on our application. Because Time is Money.

**Mobile App**
Now never lose track of anything important like Assignments, Attendance, Results, Notices or Special Holidays for that matter, with our mobile app Available for Android and iOS.
When technology is married with Education it yields us results which makes our hearts sing.
When technology integration is at its best, a child or teacher uses the technology as their second nature.
So, let’s come together to revamp the natural aptitude of our students.
Let’s come together to make our education system a fruitful one.
Let’s come together and Bee Smarter.
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